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Peace Studies, Public Policy and Global Security is a component of Encyclopedia of
Social Sciences and Humanities in the global Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems
(EOLSS), which is an integrated compendium of twenty one Encyclopedias. The
Theme on Peace Studies, Public Policy and Global Security provides the essential
aspects and a myriad of issues of great relevance to our world such as: Processes of
Peace and Security; International Security, Peace, Development, and Environment;
Security Threats, Challenges, Vulnerability and Risks; Sustainable Food and Water
Security; World Economic Order. This 11-volume set contains several chapters, each of
size 5000-30000 words, with perspectives, issues on Peace studies, Public Policy and
Global security. These volumes are aimed at the following five major target audiences:
University and College students Educators, Professional practitioners, Research
personnel and Policy analysts, managers, and decision makers and NGOs.
"This book presents a variety of practical applications of neural networks in two
important domains of economic activity: finance and manufacturing"--Provided by
publisher.
Understanding the complex factors contributing to the growing childhood obesity
epidemic is vital not only for the improved health of the world's future generations, but
for the healthcare system. The impact of childhood obesity reaches beyond the
individual family and into the public arenas of social systems and government policy
and programs. Global Perspectives on Childhood Obesity explores these with an
approach that considers the current state of childhood obesity around the world as well
as future projections, the most highly cited factors contributing to childhood obesity,
what it means for the future both for children and society, and suggestions for steps to
address and potentially prevent childhood obesity. This book will cover the multifaceted factors contributing to the rapidly growing childhood obesity epidemic The
underlying causes and current status of rapidly growing obesity epidemic in children in
the global scenario will be discussed The strategies for childhood obesity prevention
and treatment such as physical activity and exercise, personalized nutrition plans and
school and community involvement will be presented
The effects of recent economic and financial crises have reached an international scale;
a number of different nations have experienced the fallout of these events, calling into
question issues of accountability and reform in public management. Global
Perspectives on Risk Management and Accounting in the Public Sector is a pivotal
reference source for the latest research on current developments and future directions
of the regulation, financial management, and sustainability of public institutions.
Featuring discussions on risk assessment, transparency, and information disclosure,
this book is ideally designed for regulatory authorities, researchers, managers, and
professionals working in the public domain.
One of the major obstacles unions face in building influence in the workplace is the
opposition and resistance from those that own those workplaces, namely, the
employers. This volume examines the nature of this anti-unionism, and in doing so
explains the ways and means by which employers have successfully maintained their
right to manage.
Through the vivid, true stories of five people who journeyed into and out of addiction, a
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renowned neuroscientist explains why the "disease model" of addiction is wrong and
illuminates the path to recovery. The psychiatric establishment and rehab industry in
the Western world have branded addiction a brain disease. But in The Biology of
Desire, cognitive neuroscientist and former addict Marc Lewis makes a convincing case
that addiction is not a disease, and shows why the disease model has become an
obstacle to healing. Lewis reveals addiction as an unintended consequence of the brain
doing what it's supposed to do-seek pleasure and relief-in a world that's not
cooperating. As a result, most treatment based on the disease model fails. Lewis shows
how treatment can be retooled to achieve lasting recovery. This is enlightening and
optimistic reading for anyone who has wrestled with addiction either personally or
professionally.
Macquarie Dictionary
This book is a sociological study of Muslim youth culture in two global cities in the Asia Pacific:
Singapore and Sydney. Comparing young Muslims' participation in and reflections on various
elements of popular culture, this study illuminates the range of attitudes and strategies they
adopt to reconcile popular youth culture with piety.
In Prometheus Wired, Darin Barney debunks claims that a networked society will provide the
infrastructure for a political revolution and shows that the resources we need for understanding
and making sound judgments about this new technology are surprisingly close at hand. By
looking to thinkers who grappled with the relationship of society and technology, such as Plato,
Aristotle, Marx, and Heidegger, Barney critically examines such assertions about the character
of digital networks.
Global Overshoot is a multidisciplinary analysis (including history and pre-history) from an
ecological and evolutionary perspective of the contemporary world system. This book
compares and critiques attitudes held by people with different world views to the hypothetical
prospect of large widespread falls in quality of life. It also draws insights from these two
analyses to develop and suggest a philosophy of Ecohumanism to people of good will who
want to think constructively about the world’s converging problems, i.e. think altruistically and
‘think like an evolving ecosystem.’
Global Migration beyond Limits takes a critical approach to mainstream economic accounts of
migration, environment, and inequality. Drawing on a range of case studies from Africa, the
Middle East, Asia, Australia, Europe, and the Americas, Obeng-Odoom argues that much of
the crisis of migration can be understood as a reflection of cumulative stratification at different
scales in the global system, though the form of migration is conditioned by more than
economic forces. Examining the experiences of migrant farmers, street workers, refugees,
international students, and many more, this book shows that the so-called migration crisis is an
expression of a political-economic system in which socially created value is privately
appropriated as rents by a privileged few who use institutions such land and property rights,
race, ethnicity, class, and gender to keep others in their place.
?This volume provides perspectives on the approaches, mechanisms, test methods, durability
considerations, and environmental concerns for contamination mitigating coatings and
polymers with emphasis on their use in more extreme aerospace and marine terrestrial
environments. Parts of the Volume are devoted to application of biomimetics to contamination
mitigation polymeric coatings, low ice adhesion surfaces, insect residue adhesion resistance
coatings, and marine biofouling mitigation materials. By juxtaposing ice insect, and marine
mitigation approaches, researchers and users may more easily identify threads of similarity
that will assist in future developments and potential applications in these areas. The volume is
of interest to chemists and material scientists in providing awareness of both the need for
efficacy in mitigating contamination and for appropriate coating durability; to physicists in
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providing better understanding of the interaction between the contaminant, the coated surface,
and the surrounding environment; and to engineers in describing the need for better scale-up
tests between laboratory and field environments.
Examination of the worldwide emulation of key norms of European refugee protection through
transnational processes and actors.
The Oxford Handbook of Banking provides an overview and analysis of state-of-the-art
research in banking written by leading researchers in the field. This Handbook will appeal to
graduate students of economics, banking and finance, academics, practitioners and policy
makers. Consequently, the book strikes a balance between abstract theory, empirical analysis,
and practitioner and policy-related material. The handbook is split into five parts. Part I, The
Theory of Banking, examines the role of banks in the wider financial system, why banks exist,
how they function, and their legal and governance structures. Part II entitled Regulatory and
Policy Perspectives discusses monetary policy, prudential regulation and supervision, and
antitrust policy. Part III of the book deals with bank performance. A number of issues are
assessed including efficiency, financial innovation and technological change, globalization and
ability to deliver small business, consumer, and mortgage lending services. Part IV of the book
provides an overview of macroeconomic perspectives in banking. This part of the book
includes a discussion of the determinants of bank failures and crises, and the impact on
financial stability, institutional development, and economic growth. Part V examines
International Differences In Banking Structures And Environments. This part of the handbook
examines banking systems in the United States, Western Europe, Transition countries, Latin
America, Japan and the Developing nations of Asia.

The Routledge Companion to Global Indigenous History presents exciting new
innovations in the dynamic field of Indigenous global history while also outlining
ethical, political, and practical research. Indigenous histories are not merely
concerned with the past but have resonances for the politics of the present and
future, ranging across vast geographical distances and deep time periods. The
volume starts with an introduction that explores definitions of Indigenous peoples,
followed by six thematic sections which each have a global spread: European
uses of history and the positioning of Indigenous people as history’s outsiders;
their migrations and mobilities; colonial encounters; removals and diasporas;
memory, identities, and narratives; deep histories and pathways towards future
Indigenous histories that challenge the nature of the history discipline itself. This
book illustrates the important role of Indigenous history and Indigenous
knowledges for contemporary concerns, including climate change, spirituality and
religious movements, gender negotiations, modernity and mobility, and the
meaning of ‘nation’ and the ‘global’. Reflecting the state of the art in
Indigenous global history, the contributors suggest exciting new directions in the
field, examine its many research challenges and show its resonances for a global
politics of the present and future. This book is invaluable reading for students in
both undergraduate and postgraduate Indigenous history courses.
An authoritative reference resource on Australian English, the 4th edition of 'The
Macquarie Dictionary' contains many examples of usage and etymology, as well
as including entries on the people and places of Australia and the rest of the
world.
"This book provides an estimable global view of the most up-to-date research on
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the strategies, applications, practice, and implications of complex adaptive
systems, to better understand the various critical systems that surround human
life. Researchers will find this book an indispensable state-of-art
reference"--Provided by publisher.
On Saturday 29 November 2008, the Royal Zoological Society of NSW held a
forum with the theme of Science under siege. As the RZS is a zoological society,
zoology under threat became the secondary theme and the basis for selecting
speakers. This book records that forum with the papers developed for this book
as the written word from the spoken presentations. Papers that were presented
as posters are included, as are the edited plenary sessions which featured
questions from the floor, with answers and comments encouraged from anyone
in the forum. We were delighted that Mark Horstman, from ABC Catalyst, was
willing to replace his peripatetic colleague Paul Willis, who was nonetheless very
happy to write the foreword. There is a place for such skilled science
communicators, we need more of them, and scientists at the lab bench, or in the
field, or exploring computer models, or those that have now taken a job in the
policy world, need to stay in touch with them. Some might say that the title
“Science under siege” seems a bit extreme, but we invite you to examine the
evidence as presented in this book. What follows is an edited version of the
introductory material that advertised the forum: The title looks dramatic, but if you
ask yourself, “is anything killing the science in your area of interest?” you might
be surprised that you come up with a point or two. Then ask a wider set of
questions, such as: are there any pressures that preclude people from doing
good zoology; do either political/budgetary constraints impact on your field; is
science in the media a subject that influences the outcome of your work; are
there economic impediments to careers in zoology; is the education mix in
Australia right for this new century; are the best researchers becoming full-time
administrators, or the converse, the poor researchers becoming the
administrators; can you place the Australian situation in an international context;
are there reduced opportunities for human interactions with the natural world; is
the virtual world killing reality; and what are your predictions of the future? To
deal with such issues, the Royal Zoological Society of NSW has structured the
day to emphasize a range of themes, beginning with identifying the issues,
including those that are persistent and those that are emerging, and
encompassing palpable hits to science. Direct and indirect hits to science include
such matters as the withdrawal of funding, subversion of science, death by 1000
cuts, redirection of funding to fashion issues and using the name of science to
justify things that are really not justifiable. The name of science is being dragged
down. We need to confront the ever-present problem of ignoring the scientifically
accurate for the politically correct. This raises such questions as to whether basic
skills in biology are not being acquired because of public concern based on
extreme animal rights propaganda. Good science is not optional, but what can be
done if you are under siege? The answers include understanding the philosophy
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of science, the legal perspective and asking what scientists are (or should be)
doing. Audience participation will be a central part of this forum. The plenary
sessions will address questions raised by the speakers, and the posters, and
debate issues and consider options for future directions. It is widely known that it
is hard to pull a major paper together on this theme, but so many scientists know
of at least one matter that they would like to draw to public attention. So, short
contributions are included. Listen to the speakers present some overarching
themes or compelling case studies, contribute to the debate on the day, then
examine your stance on a variety of these subjects to see whether the day
changes your view of this often cryptic aspect of zoology. As editors, we wish to
acknowledge the skills of the referees (all papers were refereed by two peers),
and the patience of the authors for what has been a long gap between the date of
the forum and this publication. By the end of 2008, the Royal Zoological Society
of NSW, along with everyone else, was caught by the GFC (Global Financial
Crisis) and we simply had to extend the length of the queue for publication. We
also reassessed our mode of publication. The Council of the Society voted to
publish this production as an ebook, as well as a short print run for formal library
deposit, and other essential matters. The ebook is open access to enhance the
reach of the papers and the ideas. At the same time, the Royal Zoological
Society of NSW signed a contract for a more international mode of access of the
publications of the Society, and papers are now available via Metapress. http://
rzsnsw.metapress.com Science remains under siege, in our view, and now we
have been alerted to the range of issues it becomes easier to spot the small,
irritating closing of options that collectively amount to a denial of science and its
relegation to an optional way of looking at the world. During production of this
book, this matter became obvious on a number of fronts, which led us to invite
the paper by Rosie Cooney and colleagues to defend their science of kangaroo
conservation and commercial harvesting from an attack on the science. We also
saw that this issue of science under siege needs more airing, and the Royal
Zoological Society of NSW is planning its forum for the end of 2012 to take up
another strand of this theme by capitalizing on the lifelong insights of scientists
under the rubric of “grumpy scientists: an ecological conscience of a nation”.
This idea in fact derives directly from the suggestions in the plenary sessions by
Nick Holmes and Charley Krebs. We are also concerned for young scientists,
with science under siege manifesting often in a failure to create permanent
careers for science graduates that advance science itself, and zoology in
particular, from flourishing and identifying problems and finding solutions. If we
want to conserve the native fauna of Australia, then Australian zoologists will
have to be key team members. We contend that to put science under siege, and
zoology under threat, we not only further imperil our native wildlife, but also the
careers of the small band of specialists that can see the issues, find the
problems, implement solutions and evaluate the outcomes. In short, science
under siege is not a light matter and no one in this forum thought so. Read on,
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form an opinion, and speak up and publish your thoughts, your examples and
your solutions.
Global warming is now a reality that looms over us, and ecological devastation
continues apace. Now, more than ever, there is clear recognition that we face a
crisis. But who is to blame for this crisis? In this bold, challenging and provocative
book, Paul Collins argues that Christianity has made a major contribution to the
plight of the planet and must come to terms with a disaster that is now also the
responsibility of the church.
This book presents the results of the first full-scale emissions trading schemes in
Australia and internationally, arguing these schemes will not be sufficient to
'civilize markets' and prevent dangerous climate change. Instead, it articulates
the ways climate policy needs to confront the collective nature of our
predicament.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the IFIP WG 8.2 Working
Conference on Information Systems and Organizations, IS&O 2014, held in
Auckland, New Zealand, in December 2014. The 14 revised full papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 28 submissions. The
papers are organized in the following topical sections: IS/IT implementation and
appropriation; ethnographic account of IS use; structures and networks; health
care IS, social media; and IS design.
Rupert Murdoch is the most significant media tycoon the English-speaking world
has ever known. No one before him has trafficked in media influence across
those nations so effectively, nor has anyone else so singularly redefined the
culture of news and the rules of journalism. In a stretch spanning six decades, he
built News Corp from a small paper in Adelaide, Australia into a multimedia
empire capable of challenging national broadcasters, rolling governments, and
swatting aside commercial rivals. Then, over two years, a series of scandals
threatened to unravel his entire creation. Murdoch's defenders questioned how
much he could have known about the bribery and phone hacking undertaken by
his journalists in London. But to an exceptional degree, News Corp was an
institution cast in the image of a single man. The company's culture was deeply
rooted in an Australian buccaneering spirit, a brawling British populism, and an
outsized American libertarian sensibility—at least when it suited Murdoch's
interests. David Folkenflik, the media correspondent for NPR News, explains how
the man behind Britain's take-no-prisoners tabloids, who reinvigorated Roger
Ailes by backing his vision for Fox News, who gave a new swagger to the New
York Post and a new style to the Wall Street Journal, survived the scandals—and
the true cost of this survival. He summarily ended his marriage, alienated much
of his family, and split his corporation asunder to protect the source of his vast
wealth (on the one side), and the source of his identity (on the other). There were
moments when the global news chief panicked. But as long as Rupert Murdoch
remains the person at the top, Murdoch's World will be making news.
Public Health Practice in Australia offers a thorough introduction to what public
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health practitioners do, and the 'effort' involved in improving the health of the
public. This second edition has been fully revised and updated in line with current
policies and practice. It highlights common threads that underlie seemingly
disparate activities, ideas and entities that comprise the organised effort of public
health practice. The emphasis is on securing and maintaining the conditions in
society that enable people to live healthy and fulfilling lives. The authors examine
the impact of historical, social, economic, environmental and political factors on
the health of individuals, communities and populations. Taking an applied,
multidisciplinary approach, they outline the strategies and tools that public health
practitioners use to improve health outcomes: identifying infrastructure needs in
the workforce, public and private sector organisations, and in regulation;
gathering, analysing and using health data; applying interventions in health
policy, provision of health services and health promotion. Public Health Practice
in Australia draws on current international and Australian research and the
interwoven case studies make the theories and concepts come alive. It is a
valuable resource for students and professionals across the health sciences
including public health, medicine, environmental health, health promotion, health
information management and health administration. 'The book is impressive in
the completeness, clarity and consistency of the material covered, and for the
way in which many of the theoretical issues are related to current practice. An
extremely useful and valuable reference for both students and practitioners alike.'
- Thomas Tenkate, Environmental Health
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International
Conference on Integration of AI and OR Techniques in Constraint Programming
for Combinatorial Optimization Problems, CPAIOR 2006. The 20 revised full
papers presented together with 3 invited talks address methodological and
foundational issues from AI, OR, and algorithmics and present applications to the
solution of combinatorial optimization problems in various fields via constraint
programming.
From pirates to smugglers, migrants to hackers, from stolen fish to smuggled
drugs, the sea is becoming a place of increasing importance on the global
agenda as criminals use it as a theatre to conduct their crimes unfettered. This
volume sets out to provide an introduction to the key issues of pertinence in
Maritime Security today. It demonstrates why the sea is a space of great strategic
importance, and how threats to security at sea have a real impact for people
around the world. It examines an array of challenges and threats to security
playing out at sea, including illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing, irregular
migration, piracy, smuggling of illicit goods, and cyber security, while also looking
at some of the mechanism and role-players involved in addressing these perils.
Each chapter provides an overview of the issue it discusses and provides a brief
case study to illustrate how this issue is playing out in real-life. This book thus
allows readers an insight into this evolving multidisciplinary field of study. As
such, it makes for an informative read for academics and practitioners alike, as
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well as policymakers and students, offering a well-rounded introduction of the
main issues in current Maritime Security.
Real life problems are known to be messy, dynamic and multi-objective, and
involve high levels of uncertainty and constraints. Because traditional problemsolving methods are no longer capable of handling this level of complexity,
heuristic search methods have attracted increasing attention in recent years for
solving such problems. Inspired by nature, biology, statistical mechanics, physics
and neuroscience, heuristics techniques are used to solve many problems where
traditional methods have failed. Data Mining: A Heuristic Approach will be a
repository for the applications of these techniques in the area of data mining.
Many can now conclude that utilizing educational technologies can be considered
the primary tools to inspire students to learn. Combining these technologies with
the best teaching and learning practices can engage in creativity and imagination
in the engineering field. Using Technology Tools to Innovate Assessment,
Reporting, and Teaching Practices in Engineering Education highlights the lack
of understanding of teaching and learning with technology in higher education
engineering programs while emphasizing the important use of this technology.
This book aims to be essential for professors, graduate, and undergraduate
students in the engineering programs interested learning the appropriate use of
technological tools.
Due to the growing use of web applications and communication devices, the use
of data has increased throughout various industries. It is necessary to develop
new techniques for managing data in order to ensure adequate usage. Deep
learning, a subset of artificial intelligence and machine learning, has been
recognized in various real-world applications such as computer vision, image
processing, and pattern recognition. The deep learning approach has opened
new opportunities that can make such real-life applications and tasks easier and
more efficient. Deep Learning and Neural Networks: Concepts, Methodologies,
Tools, and Applications is a vital reference source that trends in data analytics
and potential technologies that will facilitate insight in various domains of science,
industry, business, and consumer applications. It also explores the latest
concepts, algorithms, and techniques of deep learning and data mining and
analysis. Highlighting a range of topics such as natural language processing,
predictive analytics, and deep neural networks, this multi-volume book is ideally
designed for computer engineers, software developers, IT professionals,
academicians, researchers, and upper-level students seeking current research
on the latest trends in the field of deep learning.
The fast-evolving relationship between the promotion of welfare-enhancing
competition and the balanced protection of intellectual property (IP) rights has
attracted the attention of policymakers, analysts and scholars. This interest is
inevitable in an environment that lays ever greater emphasis on the management
of knowledge and innovation and on mechanisms to ensure that the public
derives the expected social and economic benefits from this innovation and the
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spread of knowledge. This book looks at the positive linkage between IP and
competition in jurisdictions around the world, surveying developments and policy
issues from an international and comparative perspective. It includes analysis of
key doctrinal and policy issues by leading academics and practitioners from
around the globe and a cutting-edge survey of related developments across both
developed and developing economies. It also situates current policy
developments at the national level in the context of multilateral developments, at
WIPO, WTO and elsewhere.
In a path-breaking work, Tanya Aplin and Lionel Bently make the case that the
quotation exception in Article 10 of the Berne Convention constitutes a global,
mandatory, fair use provision. It is global, they argue, because of the reach of
Berne qua Berne and qua TRIPS, and its mandatory nature is apparent from the
clear language of Article 10 and its travaux. It relates to 'use' that is not limited by
type of work, type of act, or purpose and it is 'fair' use because the work must be
made available to the public, with attribution, and the use must be proportionate
and consistent with fair practice. By explaining the contours of global, mandatory
fair use - and thus displacing the 'three-step test' as the dominant, international
copyright norm governing copyright exceptions - this book creates new insights
into how national exceptions should be framed and interpreted.
"This book is intended for first- and second-year undergraduates arriving with
average mathematics grades ... The strength of the text is in the large number of
examples and the step-by-step explanation of each topic as it is introduced. It is
compiled in a way that allows distance learning, with explicit solutions to all of the
set problems freely available online http://www.oup.co.uk/companion/singh" -From preface.
'Sense of place' has become a familiar phrase, used to describe emotional
attachment to a particular location. As heritage management policy and practices
increasingly attempt to draw on the views and expressions of interest amongst
local communities, it is important to have a better grasp of what people mean by
this concept, and to assess its uses and implications. Here, a range of
practitioners from NGO, agency, cultural heritage and archaeological
backgrounds review the meanings of 'sense of place', and where it is useful in
the context of heritage management practice. This volume breaks new ground in
specifically addressing place attachment from a cultural heritage perspective, and
drawing on local and national interests from a diversity of cultural situations.
Illustrated with case studies from around Europe and Australia, the book
addresses key themes, including the rootedness amongst communities in the
past; policy-making for accommodating senses of place within planning and
management, for land- sea- and city-scapes; official versus unofficial views; and
the often difficult balance between planning policies that extend from regional to
global scale, and local actions and perceptions.
The population of the world is ageing, and the prospect of increasing care costs
is generating new ideas and approaches to healthcare for the elderly. This
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growing burden of care, coupled with the rapid increase of digital literacy and an
appetite for the use of digital resources among older citizens, has also
encouraged a diversification of remote healthcare options, and has prompted the
care sector to diversify its offer and investigate strategic alignments in research
and development. This book presents a selection of papers from the 5th Global
Telehealth conference, held in Adelaide, Australia, in November 2017. In
recognition of the diversity of this area of healthcare, this series of international
meetings, which began in 2010, has focused on different topics in telehealth. The
main aim of the 2017 meeting was to share knowledge of complementary
research endeavors in telehealth as related to later-life care, and to foster
interaction between the different groups undertaking research in this emerging
topic area. The 11 papers included here cover a diverse variety of topics,
including: telehealth in the elderly with chronic heart failure; wearable information
technology and self-management; telerehabilitation exercise in residential care;
the Smarter Safer Homes platform; and prediction of freezing of gait in patients
with Parkinson’s disease. The book will be of interest to all whose work involves
the development or delivery of healthcare for older patients.
This book examines condominium, property, governance, and law in international
and conceptual perspective and reveals this urban realm as complex and
mutating. Condominiums are proliferating the world over and transforming the
socio-spatial organization of cities and residential life. The collection assembles
arguably the most prominent scholars in the world currently working in this broad
area and situated in multiple disciplines, including legal and socio-legal studies,
political science, public administration, and sociology. Their analyses span
condominium governance and law on five continents and in nine countries: the
United States (US), China, Australia, the United Kingdom (UK), Canada, South
Africa, Israel, Denmark, and Spain. Neglected issues and emerging trends
related to condominium governance and law in cities from Tel Aviv to Chicago to
Melbourne are discerned and analysed. The book pursues fresh empirical
inquiries and cogent conceptual engagements regarding how condominiums are
governed through law and other means. It includes accounts of a wide range of
governance difficulties including chronic anti-social owner behaviour, short-term
rentals, and even the COVID-19 pandemic, and how they are being dealt with. By
uncovering crucial cross-national commonalities, the book reveals the global
urban context of condominium governance and law as empirically rich and
conceptually fruitful. The book will appeal to researchers and students in sociolegal studies, law, sociology, political science, urban studies, and public
administration as well as journalists, social activists, policymakers, and condo
owners/board members.
Rock Mechanics for Natural Resources and Infrastructure Development contains
the proceedings of the 14th ISRM International Congress (ISRM 2019, Foz do
Iguaçu, Brazil, 13-19 September 2019). Starting in 1966 in Lisbon, Portugal, the
International Society for Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering (ISRM) holds its
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Congress every four years. At this 14th occasion, the Congress brings together
researchers, professors, engineers and students around contemporary themes
relevant to rock mechanics and rock engineering. Rock Mechanics for Natural
Resources and Infrastructure Development contains 7 Keynote Lectures and 449
papers in ten chapters, covering topics ranging from fundamental research in
rock mechanics, laboratory and experimental field studies, and petroleum, mining
and civil engineering applications. Also included are the prestigious ISRM Award
Lectures, the Leopold Muller Award Lecture by professor Peter K. Kaiser. and the
Manuel Rocha Award Lecture by Dr. Quinghua Lei. Rock Mechanics for Natural
Resources and Infrastructure Development is a must-read for academics,
engineers and students involved in rock mechanics and engineering.
Proceedings in Earth and geosciences - Volume 6 The ‘Proceedings in Earth
and geosciences’ series contains proceedings of peer-reviewed international
conferences dealing in earth and geosciences. The main topics covered by the
series include: geotechnical engineering, underground construction, mining, rock
mechanics, soil mechanics and hydrogeology.
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